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Abstract 
An ideal stereoscopic display system for multiple users is 
proposed. It allows three or more people to simultaneously 
observe individual stereoscopic image pairs from their own 
viewpoints. The system tracks the head positions of all of the 
users and generates distortion-free images for each eye of each 
user. The system consists of a normal display and a display mask, 
which has a hole in its center. The display mask is placed over the 
display surface at a suitable distance from it. By controlling the 
position of the image drawing area for each user according to the 
corresponding user’s viewpoint, each user can observe the 
stereoscopic image pairs shown in an individual area of the 
display system with shutter glasses. On the other hand, no user is 
able to see the image drawing areas of the other users because 
these areas are adequately occluded by the display mask. 
Accordingly, the display system can simultaneously provide 
intelligible 3D stereoscopic images for three or more moving 
observers without flicker or distortion. 
CR Categories: B.4.2 [Input/Output and Data Communications]: 
Input/Output Devices, I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-
Dimensional Graphics and Realism 
Keywords: Interactive, 3D display, multiple users, motion 
parallax, without flicker, without distortion, visualization, 
collaborative work 

1. Introduction 
In everyday life, we often work together with several people to 
perform tasks effectively. Doing this while standing or sitting 
around a computer display monitor is one way to accelerate the 
exchange of ideas. Recently, 3D images have been increasingly 
used in such situations to show complicated 3D information 
intelligibly. For example, in engineering or industrial design and 
evaluation, medical diagnosis and training, and surgery planning, 
it is common for several people to exchange their ideas in front of 
a computer display monitor. 
3D images must be provided adequately to all users at their own 

viewpoints as well as motion parallax. Holography is an ideal 
method for presenting perfect autostereoscopic images to all users 
by exploiting human spatial/perceptual abilities [1]. However, it is 
still difficult to display realistic images dynamically generated by 
computers in real time [2]. Because of this, stereoscopic images 
have been increasingly used to show 3D images by presenting a 
pair of images, that is, one for each eye. A user’s viewpoint is 
usually measured and this enables him/her to observe adequate 
3D images even if he/she interactively moves [3, 4]. However, 
one requirement is for stereoscopic images displayed on a monitor 
to be presented adequately to all users even if they all 
interactively move at the same time. Head-mounted displays 
(HMDs) with head trackers to provide private stereoscopic images 
for all individual participants might be one solution to meet this 
requirement. However, the workspace would not be naturally 
shared by all of the participants because it would be cut into 
pieces immediately in front of their eyes by the HMDs. 
We propose a novel interactive stereoscopic display system for 
multiple users. The system, named IllusionHole, allows three or 
more moving observers to simultaneously observe individual 
stereoscopic image pairs from their own viewpoints. It provides 
intelligible 3D stereoscopic images that are free of flicker and 
distortion by using a simple configuration. 

2. Interactive Stereoscopic Display for 
Multiple Users 
In an interactive stereoscopic display for multiple users, the 
stereoscopic images have to be presented to all users according to 
their individual viewpoints and also give a sensation of motion 
parallax. For example, let us suppose a user (A) is standing right 
in front of the display and is observing a side view of a car. In this 
situation, a user (B) standing to the right of the display (or user A 
after moving to position B) would observe the right side of the car. 
At the same time, a user (C) standing to the left of the display (or 
user A after moving to position C) would observe the left side of 
the car. In order to present an adequate view to each user 
according to his/her position, the stereoscopic images would have 
to be presented by using pairs of images taken from this 
viewpoint or by projecting a 3D object shape model to the image 
plane corresponding to the user’s viewpoint measured by a tracker. 
If multiple users shared the display, the stereoscopic images to all 
of the users at different positions would have to be presented 
simultaneously. 
Another important consideration for an interactive stereoscopic 
display for multiple users is distortion. For example, suppose an 
image is presented to a user (A) standing right in front of the 
display. In this situation, a user (B) standing to the right of the 
display (or user A after moving to position B) has to observe a 
distorted user (A) image because he/she is looking at it from an 
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inclined position. In order to present a non-distorted image to 
user B’s position, the presented images have to be revised 
according to the viewpoint of user B. Naturally, if these revised 
images were observed by a user at position A, he/she would 
observe a distorted image. In order to present an adequate image 
to each user according to his/her position, the stereoscopic 
images have to be revised to remove distortion according to the 
viewpoint of the user measured by a tracker. Again, if the display 
were shared by multiple users, adequate stereoscopic images to 
all users standing at different positions would have to be 
presented simultaneously. 
An interactive stereoscopic display that allows a single moving 
user to observe a pair of stereoscopic images from his/her own 
viewpoint without distortion is widely used in conventional 
virtual reality systems by using shutter glasses operating at the 
image alteration rate (e.g., [5-8]). In such systems, the primary 
user whose viewpoint is tracked can observe adequate 
stereoscopic images with motion parallax and without distortion. 
However, secondary users must observe distorted stereoscopic 
images without motion parallax. In order to provide adequate 
stereoscopic images for multiple moving users, the display 
system must be equipped with the ability to present multiple pairs 
of stereoscopic images simultaneously. 
In order for two users to observe individual stereoscopic image 
pairs, two pairs of stereoscopic images (four different images) 
must be presented, and this is achieved by using four different 
frame buffers [9, 10]. Four different images are presented 
sequentially at 1/4 the display refresh rate and shutter glasses are 
operated at this image alteration rate. Actually, the image for each 
eye alternates at 30 Hz with an ordinary display hardware having 
the maximum refresh rate at 120 Hz. Although this is a reasonable 
approach, it is clear that the user will observe noticeable flicker 
when the number of users increases, and the image alternation 
rate will become ( )usersnf ⋅2max

 for each eye of each user, where 
fmax is the maximum refresh rate of display and nusers is the 
number of users. Another approach to simultaneously providing 
two pairs of stereoscopic images to two users is to independently 
use two different projectors [11]. The images presented by the 
projectors are projected on the same display screen. Each user 
observes a pair of stereoscopic images presented by his/her 
individual projector. Although this approach can avoid the 
occurrence of flicker, the necessary optical hardware becomes 
complicated and large-scale when the number of users increases.  
We propose an interactive stereoscopic display system for three or 
more users based on a different approach. The details are 
described in the following sections. 

3. Design of Interactive Display for Three 
or More Users 
The IllusionHole display system consists of a normal display and 
a display mask, which has a hole in its center (Fig. 1(a)). The 
display mask is placed over the display surface at a suitable 
distance. By controlling the position of the image drawing area 
for each user according to his/her viewpoint, each user can 
observe the stereoscopic image pairs shown in an individual area 
of the display system. On the other hand, no user is able to see the 
image drawing areas of the other users because the display mask 
adequately occludes these areas. Figure 1(b) shows an example in 
which three users simultaneously observe a virtual object. 

The position of the image drawing area for each user is derived 
from two parameters, i.e., the user’s viewpoint in the display 
coordinate system (xeye, yeye, zeye) and the distance between the 
display surface and the mask D. By using the display coordinate 
system shown in Fig. 2(a), the center of the image drawing area 
(xcenter, ycenter, zcenter) is given by Eq. (1) (Fig. 2(b)). 
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Here, the image drawing area becomes circular if the hole of the 
mask is circular. The radius of the image drawing area r is 
determined by three parameters, i.e., the height of the user’s 
viewpoint zeye, the distance between the display surface and the 
mask D, and the hole radius of the mask R, as Eq. (2) shows. 
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Equations 1 and 2 dynamically determine the image drawing area 
for each user, and then the stereoscopic image pair is shown in the 
individual area without distortion. For example, image drawing 
area A in Fig. 1(b), which is derived from user A’s viewpoint, is 
an area for showing the stereoscopic images for user A to user A 
alone. The other users (B and C) are unable to see this image 
drawing area because the display mask adequately occludes this 
area. On the other hand, user A is unable to see the image drawing 
areas of users B and C because the display mask adequately 
occludes these areas. If a user moves his/her head, the image 
drawing area corresponding to the user also moves according to 
the motion of the viewpoint. Therefore, users can always observe 

 
(a) Display mask and display. 

 
(b) Image drawing areas for individual users. 

Figure 1: Configuration of IllusionHole. 
 



 

stereoscopic images without distortion in their own individual 
image drawing areas even if they move around the IllusionHole 
display system.   
Each user has his/her individual image drawing area, so he/she 
can observe his/her own stereoscopic image pair even if the 
number of users increases. Here, a graphics computer generates 
the images for each eye of all users at an ordinary constant rate 
(e.g., 60 Hz per eye) even if the number of users increases. 
Accordingly, the IllusionHole display system provides intelligible 
3D stereoscopic images for three or more moving observers 
simultaneously without flicker or distortion. 

4. Trade-off Relationship among Design 
Parameters 
IllusionHole allows three or more users to observe stereoscopic 
images without flicker or distortion even if they move around the 
display system.  Here, the basic design parameters to determine 
the configuration of the IllusionHole display system are the size 
of display surface wh× , the distance between the display surface 
and the mask D, and the radius of the mask hole R. These three 
parameters share a trade-off relationship, so the system must be 
designed to satisfy the following conditions. 

• The image drawing area of a user does not exceed the 
boundary of the display surface.  

• The valid height of a user’s observable space is lower than the 
assumed height of the user’s viewpoint at standing posture. 

• The image drawing areas of users do not overlap each other. 
For example, if the distance between the display surface and the 
mask becomes longer, the image drawing area of a user easily 
exceeds the boundary of the display surface. On the other hand, if 
the distance between the display surface and the mask becomes 
shorter, the image drawing areas of users easily overlap each 
other.  
A larger hole in the display mask enables users to observe larger 
virtual images using larger display surface. However, the image 
drawing area of a user easily exceeds the boundary of the display 

surface, and moreover, the image drawing areas of multiple users 
easily overlap each other. On the other hand, if a smaller hole of 
the display mask is used, the virtual images presented to the user 
become smaller. However, the image drawing area of a user does 
not easily exceed the boundary of the display surface, and 
moreover, the image drawing areas of multiple users do not easily 
overlap each other.  
Four guidelines are established to evaluate the IllusionHole 
display configuration, and this section describes how these change 
according to the employed combinations of basic design 
parameters.  

4.1 Movable Volume for a User 
A larger movable volume provides a user with flexible 
observation of stereoscopic images because it allows him/her to 
move around and change viewpoints in a larger space as he/she 
wants. Figure 4 shows the image drawing area on the display 
surface. Because the image drawing area must be inside the 
display surface without exceeding its boundary, the diameter of 
the image drawing area 2r is set so that it does not exceed the 
shorter side length of the display h; therefore, hr ≤2  must be 

satisfied. From the relationship in Fig. 2(c), the constraint on the 
height of a user’s viewpoint is derived from equation (2) as shown 
by inequality (3). 
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For the constraint on the position of xcenter and  ycenter, inequalities 
(4) are derived.  
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This is then changed to inequality (5) by using equation (1) and 
inequality (3). 

           
(a) Display coordinate system.   (b) Image drawing area positions. 

                 
(c) Image drawing area.      (d) Viewing angle between users. 

Figure 2: Geometries of IllusionHole 
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The height of the user’s viewpoint zeye does not exceed the 
assumed user’s viewpoint at standing posture zmax, so 

maxzzeye ≤ must be satisfied. Finally, the movable volume for a 

user Vm where a user can observe adequate stereoscopic image 
satisfying above conditions is given by equation (6). 
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The movable volume for a user Vm decreases according to the 
distance between the display surface and the mask D or as the 
radius of the mask hole R increases (Fig. 3(a)). Also, Vm increases 
with the size of the display surface (Fig. 3(b)), where w: h = 4: 3 
is assumed.  

4.2 Viewing Angle between Users 
If two users’ viewpoints more closely approach each other, the 
image drawing areas of these users can easily overlap. Therefore, 
the minimum angle between two users’ viewing lines that avoids 
overlapping is one of the most important guidelines for design. A 

smaller minimum viewing angle between users is required if the 
number of users increases. The angle between two users’ viewing 
lines 

usersθ  satisfies 





≥

D
r

users arctan2θ , if the two users are 

located at symmetric positions against the hole of the display 
mask as shown in Fig. 2(d).  Therefore, inequality (7) is obtained 
by Eq. (2). 
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The minimum viewing angle between users minθ obtained from 
inequality (7) varies according to the distance between the display 
surface and the mask D and according to the radius of the mask 
hole R, as shown in Fig. 3(c).  

4.3 Viewing Volume for a User 
Each user observes a stereoscopic image through the hole in the 
display mask. If a larger hole is used, a user is expected to 
observe a larger stereoscopic image. The viewing volume for a 
user Vv is given by equation (8).  
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Vv increases with the distance between the display surface and the 
mask D and the radius of the mask hole R, as shown in Figure 
3(d).  

   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Trade-off relationship among design parameters. 

(a) Movable volume for a user and 
distance between display surface and 
mask D; radius of mask hole R. 

(b) Movable volume for a user and 
size of display surface (w:h = 4:3).

(c) Minimum viewing angle between
users and distance between display 
surface and mask D; radius of mask 
hole R. 

(f) Maximum number of users N and 
size of display surface (w:h = 4:3).

(e) Maximum number of users N and 
distance between display surface and 
mask D; radius of mask hole R. 

(d) Viewing volume for a user Vv and 
distance between display surface and 
mask D; radius of mask hole R. 



 

4.4 Maximum Number of Users 
The image drawing areas of multiple users may overlap each 
other if the number of users increases and neighboring users stand 
too close to one another. The constraint to avoid overlaps can be 
analyzed according to the relative positions of the users’ 
viewpoints and the positions of the image drawing areas, but the 
sum of all of the image drawing areas of all nuser users must be 
smaller than the area of the display as expressed by inequality (9), 
where the radii of the image drawing areas of all of the users are 
assumed to be equal to r. 
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whr 2π  (9) 

The maximum number of users is derived from Eq. (2) and 
inequality (9) as shown in inequality (10), where all nuser users are 
assumed to occupy the same image drawing areas. 
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The maximum number of users N decreases according to the 
distance between the display surface and the mask D or as the 
radius of the mask hole R increases (Fig. 3(e)). On the other hand, 
N increases with the size of the display surface (Fig. 3(f)), where 
w:h = 4:3 is assumed. 

4.5 Design Simulations 
Typical examples of simulated IllusionHole configurations 
(w=1,360 mm, h=1,020 mm, R=200 mm) with three users (red, 
green, and blue) when the distance between the display surface 
and the mask D is too long and too short are shown in Figs. 4 and 
5, respectively. When the distance between the display surface 
and the mask D is too long (D=250 mm), the movable volume for 
each user becomes small (Vm=0.0310 m3) (light green area in Fig. 
4(a)). Therefore, the image drawing areas for three users easily 
exceed the boundary of the display surface as shown in Fig. 4(b), 
where minθ =108 degrees, Vv=0.0739 m3, and N=6.44 are derived. 
On the other hand, when the distance between the display surface 
and the mask D is too short (D=100 mm), the movable volume for 
each user becomes large (Vm=1.77 m3) (light green area in Fig. 
5(a)). However, the image drawing areas for three users easily 
overlap each other as shown in Fig. 5(b), where minθ =135 degrees, 
Vv=0.0362m3, and N=9.20 are derived. 
Other examples of simulated IllusionHole configurations 
(w=1,360mm, h=1,020mm, D=150mm) when the radius of the 
mask hole R varies are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. When 
R is too large (R=350 mm), the viewing volume for each user 
becomes large (Vv =0.137 m3) (Fig. 6(a)). However, the image 
drawing areas for three users easily exceed the boundary of the 
display surface as shown in Fig. 6(b), where minθ =144 degrees, 
Vm=0.0174 m3, and N=2.70 are derived. On the other hand, when 
R is too small (R=50 mm), the viewing volume for each user 
becomes small (Vv=0.00279 m3) (Figure 7(a)). However, the 
image drawing areas for three users do not easily overlap each 
other and do not easily exceed the boundary of the display surface 
as shown in Fig. 7(b), where minθ  =48.0 degrees, Vm=1.42 m3, 
and N=132.5 are derived. 

 (a) 

 (b)  
Figure 4: Example of IllusionHole configuration with three 
users when the distance between the display surface and 
mask D is too long (D=250 mm). (a) Movable volume for 
each user becomes smaller. (b) Image drawing areas for three 
users easily exceed the boundary of the display surface. 

 (a) 

 (b) 
Figure 5: Example of IllusionHole configuration with three 
users when the distance between the display surface and 
mask D is too short (D=100 mm). (a) Viewing volume for 
each user becomes larger. (b) Image drawing areas for three 
users easily overlap each other. 

 (a) 

 (b) 
Figure 6: Example of IllusionHole configuration with three 
users when the radius of mask hole R is too large  
(R=350 mm). (a) Viewing volume for each user becomes 
larger. (b) Image drawing areas for three users easily overlap  
each other. 



 

5. Illusionhole Display System 
Many types of display configurations can be designed by 
changing the design parameters of IllusionHole. Therefore, it is 
important to derive a reasonable set of parameters based on 
human characteristics. This section first describes a typical 
configuration of IllusionHole using a 68-inch projection table 
with a horizontal display surface.  

5.1 IllusionHole with Projection Table 
The proposed method is implemented by using a 68-inch 
conventional display system, i.e., BARON (Barco), to show the 
effectiveness of the method as an example. The display system 
used in the trial system has a 1,360-mm-wide and 1,020-mm-deep 
display surface, and the height of the display surface from the 
floor is 1,000 mm. We assume that the heights of the users’ 
viewpoints at standing postures are 1,600 mm from the floor. 
From the observations described in 4.5, we determine that the 
display mask is placed over the display surface at a distance of 
150 mm; therefore, the distances from the users’ viewpoints and 

the display surface vary from 150 mm to 600 mm in the vertical 
direction. The hole radius of the display mask is determined to be 
200 mm so as to achieve a viewing angle of more than 120 
degrees between users. The IllusionHole configuration using these 
design parameters with three users is shown in Figure 8.  
The head position of each user is tracked by a Polhemus Fastrack, 
a six-DOF magnetic tracker or an Intersense IS-600 Mark 2 
SoniDisc, an acoustic 3D positional tracker. Either of them is 
attached to LCD shutter glasses used for stereo viewing. The 
individual stereoscopic image pairs are generated without 
distortion for each eye of each person by a computer with a 
graphics board for OpenGL. The resolution of the stereoscopic 
images is 1600*588. The system configuration is shown in Fig. 9.  
Sharing the IllusionHole display system among three users is 
described as an example. After the head positions of all of the 
users are measured by trackers attached to the users’ heads, the 
positions and radii of the three image drawing areas are computed 

 
Figure 9: IllusionHole system configuration for three users. 

 
Figure 10: Stereoscopic image for three users generated by a 
graphics computer. 

  

  

Figure 11: Example of IllusionHole shared by three users. 

 (a) 

 (b) 
Figure 7: Example of IllusionHole configuration with three 
users when the radius of mask hole R is too small (R=50 mm). 
(a) Viewing volume for each user becomes smaller. (b) Image 
drawing areas for three users do not easily overlap each other 
and do not easily exceed the boundary of the display surface. 

 (a)  

 (b) 
Figure 8: IllusionHole configuration with a projection table 
using adequate design parameters. (a) Viewing volume for each 
user. (b) Image drawing areas for three users. 
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and the graphics computer generates pairs of stereoscopic images 
in the computed image drawing areas (Fig. 10). Each user 
observes the stereoscopic images presented in his/her individual 
image drawing area through the hole in the display mask. The 
user cannot see the images presented in the image drawing areas 
of the other users because the display mask adequately occludes 
these areas (Fig. 11). 

5.2 Other Configurations 
We can design many types of display configurations by changing 
the design parameters of IllusionHole. For example, we designed 
a desktop IllusionHole with a 17~21-inch PC monitor to observe 
individual stereoscopic images while the heads of users are 
together. Figure 12 shows an example of a desktop IllusionHole, 
where w=400 mm, h=300 mm, R=35 mm, and D=150 mm. 
Although the size of the display surface is small, three users (red, 
green, and blue) observe individual stereoscopic images with a 
reasonable clearance, where 

minθ =35 degrees.  

On the other hand, even a theater-type IllusionHole with a very 
large screen can be designed in which tens of users can observe 
individual stereoscopic images from their own viewpoints. Figure 
13 shows an example of a theater-type IllusionHole, where w=25 
m, h=18 m, R=0.5 m, and D=6 m. The screen is large enough for 
48 people to observe individual stereoscopic images from their 
own viewpoints.  
Besides the stereoscopic display, which requires a pair of shutter 
glasses for each user for stereo viewing, the configuration of 
IllusuionHole can be applid to interactive stereoscopic displays 
with other kinds of glasses such as passive polarization filters. 
The idea of IllusionHole can also be applid to autostereoscopic 
displays without glasses (e.g., [12][13]). In this study, even 
though the number of users of the display system is limited to 

only one so that adequate 3D images can be provided, the number 
can be increased by placing a display mask over the display 
surface at a suitable distance. Similar to the method described in 
section 3, each user can observe the stereoscopic image pairs 
shown in an individual area of the display system through a hole 
by controlling the position of the image drawing area according to 
the his/her viewpoint. 

5.3 Discussions 
One of the drawbacks of the IllusionHole is the resolution of the 
stereoscopic images. Even if a higher resolution image display is 
used, only a part of the display surface is used for each user. 
Actually, the image drawing area for each user is approximately 
1/4 to 1/5 of the entire area of the display surface in the system 
used in subsection 5.1. This condition may become a limitation of 
the system’s application; however, there are also many potential 
applications that can effectively exploit the substantial benefits of 
the IllusionHole. 
The second drawback of the IllusionHole is the fact that image 
drawing areas of multiple users sometimes overlap each other 
even if the design parameters are carefully set. One solution to 
this problem would be to integrate image drawing areas when 
their corresponding viewpoints come within a certain threshold of 
proximity to each other. 

6. Application Examples 
IllusionHole is useful for applications in which several people 
work together to perform tasks effectively. For example, scientific 
visualization and medical analysis are the most feasible 
applications. A complicated set of data that is difficult for a single 
user to understand becomes a seed of discovering, training, 
teaching, conferencing, and communicating if it is shared by 
several people.  
Figure 14 shows the human heart displayed on the IllusionHole. 
In this application example, the spiral wave reentry that is the 
principal mechanism of functional tachyarrhythmias is 
computationally simulated and visualized [12]. Figure 15 shows 
another example of human brain analysis using IllusionHole 
shared by four users. By using IllusionHole, several medical 
doctors can simultaneously observe the patient’s heart symptoms 
from their own viewpoints and exchange their opinions. 
Consequently, it can be a powerful tool for making quick and 
accurate diagnoses. Figure 16 shows other application examples 
of interaction with virtual foods. 
IllusionHole provides the 3D images for each user at exactly the 
same positions by showing the stereoscopic image pair with an 
adequate disparity for each user. Therefore, a particular point on a 
3D image is observed as exactly the same point in 3D space from 
all users’ viewpoints. For example, when a user B (C) is pointing 
his finger at the head (bottom) of the shuttle, the other users also 
recognize this pointed position as the head (bottom) of the shuttle, 
as shown in Figure 17, unless the finger occludes the 3D image. 
By utilizing this feature, IllusionHole can be applied for 
cooperative work in which all users share a 3D image at exactly 
the same position. 

  
Figure 12: Configuration of desktop IllusionHole with three users. 
A simulated result and an actual system. (w=400 mm, h=300 mm, 
R=35 mm, and D=150 mm).  

 
Figure 13: Configuration of theater-type IllusionHole with 48 
people (w=25 m, h=18 m, R=0.5 m, and D=6 m). 



 

Another potential application is in entertainment. Although 3D 
stereoscopic images are often used in recent attractions at theme 
parks, generally not everyone in the audience can observe 
adequate stereoscopic images without distortion and with motion 
parallax. Actually, only a few people located at the right position 
among hundreds of people can observe adequate stereoscopic 
images. This drawback can be solved by IllusionHole because it 
provides intelligible 3D stereoscopic images for multiple moving 
observers simultaneously. Figure 18(a) shows an example of an 
attraction using carts.  A person (or a group of people) riding in a 
cart can observe an adequate stereoscopic image at a fixed 

position while moving in some direction. The same idea can be 
applied to a Ferris wheel or a merry-go-round. Figure 18(b) shows 
another example of an attraction using a center stage, where 
multiple audience members can observe adequate stereoscopic 
images while moving around a display. 
The proposed method can lead to thousands of future applications 
in which several or more people work together to perform tasks 
effectively or enjoy entertainment with a multiplier effect. We 
imagine that possible applications include not only those listed 
above but also engineering design and evaluation, medical 
training, surgery planning, artistic work, entertainment, and so on. 

 
(a) The view from the fourth user’s viewpoint during an  
interaction with food. 

 
(b) Close-up of a user’s view. 

Figure 16: Application of IllusionHole shared by four users. 
 

  
(a)   (b) 

   
(c)   (d) 

Figure 17: Collaboration of three users over IllusionHole.  
 

 
(a) The view from the fourth user’s viewpoint.  

   
(b) User A’s view          (c) User B’s view         (d) User C’s view 

Figure 14: IllusionHole shared by four users. The human heart a 
spiral wave is computationally simulated and visualized [14]. 

 

 
(a) The view from the fourth user’s viewpoint. 

   
(b) User A’s view          (c) User B’s view         (d) User C’s view 

Figure 15: IllusionHole shared by four users. The human brain is 
displayed. 
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7. Summary and Conclusions 
An interactive stereoscopic display system for multiple users, 
IllusionHole, was proposed. It allows three or more people to 
simultaneously observe individual stereoscopic image pairs from 
their own viewpoints by using a normal display and a display 
mask. It provides intelligible 3D stereoscopic images for three or 
more moving observers simultaneously without flicker or 
distortion by using a simple configuration. We showed the 
effectiveness of IllusionHole with a trial system having a 68-inch 
conventional display system. Several application examples were 
described. IllusionHole was shown to provide 3D images for all 
users at exactly the same position. The system is therefore 
suitable for cooperative work in the same physical space using 3D 
images. We also showed that the proposed method can be applied 
towards developing a variety of stereoscopic displays by using 
different sets of parameters.  
Future work includes establishing cooperative work environments 
using IllusionHole, designing IllusionHole on an autostereoscopic 
display, achieving other IllusionHole configurations such as for 
entertainment, and so on.  
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Figure 18: Example of entertainment-type attractions using 
(a) carts and (b) a center stage. 




